SAFE ZONE CM™

NON-LETHAL DEFENSE WHEN YOU ARE THE FIRST RESPONDER.
Active shooter and violent attacks are on the rise in schools and workplaces

- More than 125 school shootings since Sandy Hook
- 765 workplace violence deaths in 2014
- 2,000,000 incidents of workplace violence reported annually
- Domestic and foreign terror attacks on the rise (San Bernardino, CA; Navy recruiting center, Chattanooga, TN; Fort Hood, TX)
When violence breaks out:

- Police arrive after the attack is over 60% of the time.
- The people under attack are the first responders.
- Many organizations have no defensive measures in place if employees have to fight back.
- How employees respond between the time an attack starts and police arrive can reduce how many are injured or killed.
Are you prepared for any emergency?

In case of fire

In case of cardiac arrest

In case of violence?
Safe Zone CM™

A powerful, long-distance pepper gel defense system to disrupt violence during the critical time between when an attack starts and police arrive.
Safe Zone CM™

16 oz. canister of law enforcement strength pepper gel, projects up to 25 feet

Red/orange color of gel coats masks or goggles, allows operator to correct aim

16 ounces enough to cover up to two attackers

Viewing window to monitor theft

20 gauge steel, wall mountable cabinet

Electronic keypad lock prevents access by unauthorized persons
Safe Zone CM™
Product Line

- Internal alarm
- Internal alarm + Trauma Kit
- Keypad Lock
- Bracket
Pepper gel is a non-lethal defense product that can disrupt violence and temporarily incapacitate violent assailants with minimal effect on bystanders.

Gel formulation minimizes contamination in interior spaces, will not spread throughout a facility.

Simple to operate, most people can deploy Safe Zone CM™ accurately with minimal or no training.

For schools, businesses, houses of worship, government facilities, hotels, retail.
Safe Zone CM™ Strengthens Existing Security
On June 5, 2014 a shooter entered a building on the campus of Seattle Pacific University and began shooting. Jon Meis, a student and building monitor at the college, carried pepper spray and used it to subdue the shooter when he stopped to reload. After he pepper sprayed the shooter, Jon and other students tackled him and held him until police arrived.

Though one person was killed and two injured in the attack, Jon Meis’ quick thinking and deployment of his pepper spray likely saved lives and minimized the number of killed and injured.
For more information, or to order, please call:

877-707-7583